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Know what type of work you're 
dealing with- Permission Levels

Copyright Symbol
Creative Commons Symbol
Public Domain Symbol

Traditional Copyright: The exclusive legal 
right to make copies, license, and use a 
literary, musical, or artistic work

Creative Commons:  A type of copyright 
which allows creators to grant some 
permissions to their creative work

Public Domain: Belonging to or being 
available to the public as a whole; not a 
subject of copyright
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What about Fair Use? 

Law Says: Allows for educators to share, use, 
and/or mix 10% of an item without consent. 
So legally we can...

Play approximately 35 seconds of a 3:30 minute song
And show 12 minutes of a 2 hour movie
And (approximately) this much of a picture

http://imagesci.com/baby-mickey-mouse-wallpaper-1163-hd-wallpapers.html


5 Rules of Fair Use: 
1. Are you creating something new or just 

copying?
2. Are you competing with the sources you're 

copying from?
3. Giving the original author credit doesn't let 

you off the hook.
4. The more you take, the less fair your use is 

likely to be.
5. The quality of the material used is as 

Important as the Quantity.



When to Attribute vs Cite 
Are you using someone else’s work? 

Then you do not 
need to cite or 

attribute; it’s all you!

Does the information in the 
text help to determine/shape 
your own stance or thesis? 

No Yes

Yes No

No

 Is the item you are using a written text?

Yes

Then you MUST complete 
proper MLA citations for 

this text (in-text and Works 
Cited entry)

Yes

Then you may attribute 
this item with only a 
title, author, & link (if 

available)

No

Then you can only use 
10% of this item or you’re 

breaking Copyright law 
(Fair Use)

Are you using something that is 
licensed Creative Commons or 
Public Domain?



Google Research

Google has added a 
research/citation feature 
to both Documents and 
Presentation. And it can 
be filtered by license type. 

Tools → Research 


